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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study is to investigate the management of tessitura in the choir
though the use of choral pivoting in Frank Martin’s Messe pour double choeur a cappella
(1922), since the ranges of a vast number of choral works extend beyond the limits of
what the American Academy of Teacher’s of Singing have deemed “best” and “safest.”
According to the American Academy of Teachers of Singing, many great teachers of
singing hesitate to allow their “pupils to participate in choral singing because experience
has proven that, due to the unusually high tessituras dominating the arrangements of
many choral works, harm is done to the voice.”
This study includes an in-depth summary of the anatomy and physiology of the
vocal mechanism in specific registers and the potential for harm, vocal strain, or vocal
fatigue when singers must sing in an extremely high or low tessitura for an extended
amount of time. Three methods of vocal pivoting are examined and explanations given as
to how choral pivoting may be applied in Messe pour double choeur a cappella.
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CHAPTER 1:
INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this study is to investigate the management of tessitura in the choir
though the use of choral pivoting in Frank Martin’s Messe pour double choeur a cappella
(1922), since the ranges of a vast number of choral works extend beyond the limits of
what the American Academy of Teacher’s of Signing have deemed “best” and “safest.”
According to the American Academy of Teachers of Singing, many great teachers of
singing hesitate to allow their “pupils to participate in choral singing because experience
has proven that, due to the unusually high tessituras dominating the arrangements of
many choral works, harm is done to the voice.”1
This study includes an in-depth summary of the anatomy and physiology of the
vocal mechanism in specific registers and the potential for harm, vocal strain, or vocal
fatigue when singers must sing in an extremely high or low tessitura for an extended
amount of time. Three methods of vocal pivoting are examined in Messe pour double
choeur a cappella and will serve to support my thesis.
Frank Martin’s Messe pour double choeur a cappella is well known for its
extended divisi and musical difficulty. The difficulty of the piece lies not only in its
harmonic, rhythmic, and tonal elements, but also in the vocal demands for the singer.
This work, commonly performed by only the most advanced choral ensembles, has
extended vocal ranges. Each voice part is required to sing the very top as well as bottom

1

Emmons, Shirlee and Constance Chase. Prescriptions for Choral Excellence (New York: Oxford
University Press, Inc., 2006): 313.
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of its range. Tessituras also are very high or very low. The use of choral pivoting aids the
conductors who choose to program this piece but might be concerned about the vocal
demands on the choral ensemble. Through the application of choral pivoting, I will
attempt to demonstrate that vocal fatigue and strain can be lessened in choral singers of
all voice types through systematic application in the rehearsal and performance of Frank
Martin’s Messe pour double choeur a cappella.
The choral conductor’s responsibilities encompass several roles with the choir.
First, the choral conductor serves as the artist who selects literature, and shapes and
molds the music with the ensemble to evoke beauty and poetry. Second, the choral
conductor serves as historian who researches historical evidence to create an
interpretation of the music on the page that is historically informed. Third, the choral
conductor is a rehearsalist who devises ways to aid a group of individuals who form an
ensemble that will shape the music into a performance. Fourth, the choral conductor
translates artistic ideas through physical gesture. Fifth, and finally, the choral conductor
is a voice teacher and voice specialist. It is through the choral conductor that the singer is
asked to color the tone in a way that is emotive, historically appropriate, and physically
healthy for the vocal mechanism.
The choral singer may have more time in contact with his/her choral conductor
than the singer has with his/her voice teacher. Although many choral conductors choose
to defer responsibility of voice pedagogy and vocal training of the singers to the voice
teacher, it behooves the choral conductor to be well informed as to the anatomy and
physiology of the singing mechanism. If not for the betterment of the singers, the choral
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conductor should be able to impart vocal pedagogy ideas to the singers for the simple fact
that the choir will be able to sing more freely and beautifully.
This study examines the use of choral pivoting in an unaccompanied choral work
in which the tessitura is too high or too low for singers to manage without the likelihood
of vocal tension or vocal strain. It is imperative that conductors of choral ensembles
examine the choral literature not only for its artistic attributes, but for its vocal health
issues as well. How can choral conductors devise a way in which singers can healthfully
approach music with what can be described as an extended high or low tessitura?
Through a systematic approach of applying the techniques of choral pivoting, singers can
sing freely and conductors can rest assured that singers are able to handle the vocal
demands of the music. In this way, choral conductors can support the vocal health and
technique of singers.
The three methods of choral pivoting examined in this study are as follows:
1) choral pivoting in an eight-part texture; 2) choral pivoting to create soli and tutti
textures; 3) and choral pivoting in a double-choir texture. Included in the document are
examples of choral pivoting used in Martin’s Messe. The benefits of choral pivoting on
choral tone become apparent when investigating the possibility to alleviate strain or stress
on the vocal mechanism through these methods.
This study can serve as an aid to the choral conductor programming choral works
that contain vocal lines that lie outside of the boundaries of “safe” and “best” range and
tessitura, and provides options for singers to lessen the potential for vocal strain or
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fatigue.2 Although this study deals with unaccompanied choir, the methods of choral
pivoting explored in the study and the document can serve as a guide for choral
conductors to use in other choral works including both unaccompanied and accompanied.

2

An outline of the best range and the safest and best tessitura was included in “Choral Tessituras:
A Statement of the American Academy of Teachers of Singing” and will be discussed in this paper.
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CHAPTER 2:
DISCUSSION OF RANGE, TESSITURA, REGISTER AND PASSAGGIO

Designation of Pitches
Throughout the study, pitches are referred to by letter names and numbers. The
letter names correspond to the pitch and the number corresponds to a particular octave.
For the purpose of this study, C4 will represent what is commonly known as “middle C”
on the piano keyboard. Octaves below C4 are represented by lower numerical values and
octaves above are represented by higher numerical values.

Figure 2.1 Designation of Pitches3

Range and Tessitura
It is important to recognize the difference between the terms range and tessitura,
as these two aspects of a composition have an impact on the singer in distinctly different
ways. Range is defined as the specific pitch requirements of each voice part for the
duration of the piece of music. Tessitura or “heart of the range,” is “the prevailing or

3

L.S. Lloyd and Richard Rastall, "Pitch nomenclature." Grove Music Online. Oxford Music
Online, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy1.library.arizona.edu/ subscriber/article
/grove/music/21857 (accessed April 17, 2013).
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average position of the notes in relation to the compass of the voice, whether high, low,
or medium.”4

Register
The impact that range and tessitura have on the singer has to do with where these
pitches occur within the individual singer’s register. Specific physiological changes occur
in the vocal mechanism during the process of transitioning through registers. Some of the
earliest scholars of vocal pedagogy document this phenomenon. Manuel Garcia’s A
Complete Treatise on the Art of Singing, written in 1841 and completed in 1872, is one of
the earliest resources documenting the concept of vocal registers.
By the word register, we understand a series of consecutive and
homogenous tones going from low to high, produced by the development
of the same mechanical principle, and whose nature differs essentially
from another mechanical principle. All the tones belonging to the same
register are consequently of the same nature, whatever may be the
modifications of timbre or of force to which on subjects them.5
Johan Sundberg, Professor of Music Acoustics at the Royal Institute of
Technology, Stockholm, noted that it is generally easy to determine the register from the
voice timbre; however, a classic aim of singing pedagogy is to reduce or even eliminate
timbral variation between registers; it is generally regarded as optimal that shifts into
different registers occur with the smallest possible timbral differences. The differences in
4

Shirlee Emmons and Constance Chase, Prescriptions for Choral Excellence (New York: Oxford
University Press, Inc., 2006), 313.
5

Manuel Garcia II. A Complete Treatise on the Art of Singing, trans. Donald V. Paschke (New
York: Da Capo Press, Inc., 1984), xli.
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the register of a skilled singer will be hard to define perceptually, although they may, of
course, still exist at the laryngeal level.6
William Vennard in his 1968 text Singing: The Mechanism and the Technic
considers two approaches to the concept of registers: 1) The Idealistic Approach – One
Register; and 2) The Realistic Approach – Three Registers.
The idealistic concept is that of ‘one register.’ The voice, if possible,
should produce all pitches of which it is capable smoothly and
consistently, without ‘breaks’ or ‘holes’ or radical changes of technic.
The Realistic Approach – Three Registers
If one goes by the facts of vocal experience, be they ideal or not, one
recognizes distinct qualities of tone, produced by distinct adjustments of
the larynx, without recourse to which the full potential of the voice cannot
be sung…In a man’s voice these are most frequently called ‘normal, or
chest,’ ‘head,’ and ‘falsetto.’ In a woman’s voice they are ‘chest,’ ‘middle’
and ‘head.’ Teachers who use this vocabulary set about ‘blending the
registers,’ or helping students through the ‘passage’ or ‘bridge’ from one
register to another.7
James McKinney writes in his text, The Diagnosis and Correction of Vocal Faults
that “vocal registers arise from the different vibratory patterns produced by the vocal
cords. Research has revealed that the vocal cords are capable of producing at least four
distinct vibratory forms, although all persons cannot produce all of them.”8 Arranged
from lowest to highest, his categorization of vocal registers is: vocal fry register, modal
voice, falsetto, and whistle. Additionally, Stephen Austin in his article, “Register
6

Johan Sundberg, The Science of the Singing Voice (Dekalb, Illinois: Northern Illinois University
Press, 1987), 51.
7

William Vennard, Singing: the Mechanism and the Technic (New York: Carl Fischer, Inc. 1967),

63.
8

James McKinney, The Diagnosis and Correction of Vocal Faults (Long Grove, Illinois:
Waveland Press, Inc. 1994), 94.
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Unification – Give Me a Break!” examines the latest physiological research regarding the
action of the larynx: “From what is known about the physiology of vocal registers today,
there is strong evidence that the register is defined by the state of contraction of the
thyroarytenoid muscle (TA), the muscle that makes up the body of the vocal fold.”9 In a
pedagogical context, the research points to the engagement of the thyroarytenoid muscle
when men transition from falsetto to head voice and when women transition from chest
voice to middle voice.10
The Thyreoarytænoideus (Thyroarytenoid) is a broad, thin, muscle which
lies parallel with and lateral to the vocal fold, and supports the wall of the
ventricle and its appendix. It arises in front from the lower half of the
angle of the thyroid cartilage, and from the middle cricothyroid ligament.
Its fibers pass backward and lateralward, to be inserted into the base and
anterior surface of the arytenoid cartilage. The lower and deeper fibers of
the muscle can be differentiated as a triangular band which is inserted into
the vocal process of the arytenoid cartilage, and into the adjacent portion
of its anterior surface; it is termed the Vocalis, and lies parallel with the
vocal ligament, to which it is adherent.11
McKinney further describes, “The functions of this muscle are complicated by the
fact that there are two distinct folds of it on each side of the thyroid which protrude out
into the larynx. The lower set forms the true vocal cords (vocal folds), which are called
the vocalis muscle or the internal thyroarytenoids.”12 As the vocal folds are either

9

Stephen F. Austin, “Register Unification – Give Me a Break!” Journal of Singing 61, no. 2
(2004): 199-202.
10

Ibid.

11

Henry Gray, “Anatomy of the Human Body.” Philadelphia: Lea & Febiger, 1918,
http://www.bartleby.com/107/236 (accessed February 20, 2012).
12

James McKinney, The Diagnosis and Correction of Vocal Faults (Long Grove, Illinois:
Waveland Press, Inc. 1994), 70.
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shortened or elongated, the thyroarytenoid muscles become either shorter and thicker, or
longer and thinner, producing either more or less mass to the vocal tone. In simple terms,
the action of the thyroarytenoid is consistent with the singing of the chest voice and is
also present in the singer who chooses to carry more weight in the vocal sound as he/she
ascends throughout the range.
The Cricothyreoideus (Cricothyroid), triangular in form, arises from the
front and lateral part of the cricoid cartilage; its fibers diverge, and are
arranged in two groups. The lower fibers constitute a pars obliqua and
slant backward and lateralward to the anterior border of the inferior cornu;
the anterior fibers, forming a pars recta, run upward, backward, and
lateralward to the posterior part of the lower border of the lamina of the
thyroid cartilage.13 The Cricothyreoidei produce tension and elongation of
the vocal folds by drawing up the arch of the cricoid cartilage and tilting
back the upper border of its lamina; the distance between the vocal
processes and the angle of the thyroid is thus increased, and the folds are
consequently elongated.14
The thyroarytenoid muscle, specifically the vocalis, and the cricothyroid perform
antagonistic operations, the vocalis brings the vocal fold into tension (shorten) and the
cricothyroid lengthens (stretch). Barbara Doscher outlines Minoru Hirano’s comparison15
of the action of both the cricothyroid and the vocalis (what Gray’s Anatomy16 describes
as the “internal thyroaretnoids”) as thus:17

13

Henry Gray, “Anatomy of the Human Body. Philadelphia: Lea & Febiger, 1918,”
http://www.bartleby.com/107/236 (accessed February 20, 2012).
14

Ibid.

15

Minoru Hirano, William Vennard, and John Ohala, “Regulation of Register, Pitch and Intensity
of Voice: An Electromyographic Investigation of Intrinsic Laryngeal Muscles.” Folia Phoniatrica, vol. 22,
no. 1 (1970), 1-20.
16

Henry Gray, “Anatomy of the Human Body. Philadelphia: Lea & Febiger, 1918,”
http://www.bartleby.com/107/236.html (accessed February 20, 2012).
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Crico-thyroid ........................ Vocalis
Folds elongated .................... Folds shortened
Folds thinned........................ Folds thickened
Edges of folds sharpened ..... Edges of folds rounded
Figure 2.2 Action of the Cricothyroid and the Vocalis18

Essentially, as the singer ascends in pitch, the vocal folds are elongated and
thinned per the action of the cricothyroid muscle. Conversely, as the singer descends in
pitch, the vocal folds are shortened and thickened; therefore, not only is the pitch
determined by the length of the vocal fold, but the thickness of the fold as well.19 It is
well worth mentioning that these muscles are also responsible for adduction or closing of
the vocal folds and for abduction or opening of the vocal folds.20 Proper adduction and
abduction are crucial in the health of the vocal mechanism and can be adversely affected
by vocal strain, vocal tension, and vocal fatigue.

Passaggio
As the singer ascends or descends through the different registers, he or she notices
subtle changes that must occur in order to be able to maintain the same vocal quality

17

Barbara Doscher, Functional Unity of the Singing Voice (Lanham, Maryland & London: The
Scarecrow Press, Inc., 1994), 42.
18

Barbara Doscher, Functional Unity of the Singing Voice (Lanham, Maryland & London: The
Scarecrow Press, Inc., 1994), 42.
19

20

Ibid.

Marilee David, The New Voice Pedagogy (Lanham, Maryland & London: The Scarecrow Press,
Inc., 2008), 9.
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throughout. Most singers who study voice strive to make these shifts less noticeable as
one would if he/she were driving a car with a manual transmission; maintaining a rate of
acceleration without significant, noticeable changes at the point of shifting gears. The
point at which the singer senses the need to “shift gears” is what is most commonly
known as the point of passaggio or passage to the next register. Richard Miller describes
the physiological aspects of change a singer feels when transitioning from chest voice to
head voice:
In traditional voice pedagogy, modal voice is termed “chest voice” (voce
di petto), and upper range is designated as “head voice” (voce di
testa)…Most singers find a region between chest and head, the zona di
passaggio, where a mixture of “chest” and “head” takes place. While in
modal (chest) register, the folds are thickest and fattest, whereas in
traditional head register (voce piena in testa) the mass reduces as the folds
elongate…As pitch rises, the vocal folds are stretched and their mass
diminishes…Every note in an ascending/descending scale produces
slightly shifting relationships among the muscles involved in pitch
change.21
As simple as the process may seem when discussing the physiological changes
that occur in register changes, Miller further notes that both solo singers and choristers
may notice that points of passaggio can lead to laryngeal tension and ineffective vocal
production. The primary cause of laryngeal tension at points of passaggio is due to
ineffective register shifting.
As the singer ascends or descends in the range, he/she must monitor the physical
sensations of singing while at the same time evaluating the production of the vocal tone.
In order to achieve a seamless vocal sound from one end of his/her vocal range to
21

2004), 51.

Richard Miller, Solutions for Singers: Tools for Performers and Teacher (New York: Oxford,
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another, the singer must make subtle shifts at nearly every pitch level to achieve
consistent vocal tone throughout the range. These subtle shifts require the vocal folds to
lengthen and shorten or thin and fatten instantaneously.

Demonstration of Vocal Registers
A demonstration of vocal registers was conducted during the lecture portion of
this study. Six graduate vocal performance majors (a soprano, two mezzo-sopranos, a
tenor, a baritone, and a bass-baritone) were asked to demonstrate registers and passaggio
using an exercise that encompassed a perfect fifth and that ascended and descended
through various parts of the singers’ ranges. The singers were asked to sing at a mezzo
forte dynamic level on the exercise seen in Figure 2.3 (women sang the exercise at the
displayed pitch level, men sang the exercise one octave lower). Singers were asked to
sing the pattern at various pitch levels ascending or descending by half-step in order to
display several registers. Singers were asked to sing on their most comfortable vowel.

Figure 2.3 Vocal Demonstration Exercise

Points of passaggio were determined by what was heard by the lecturer. Using
Vennard’s “three registers” classification, the male singers demonstrated chest voice,
head voice, and falsetto and the women demonstrated chest voice, middle voice, and head
voice. It is worth noting that these singers are classically trained singers who have
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worked to make the points of passaggio as unnoticeable as possible to create a seamless
sound throughout the entire range. The singers were asked, without sacrificing their vocal
technique or causing undue stress on the vocal mechanism, to reveal these points of
transition as clearly as possible.
The soprano demonstrated a range of B-flat3 to D6 with a passaggio from chest
voice to head voice at C4/D4 and an upper passaggio at A-flat5/A5. The first mezzosoprano (a higher, lyric mezzo-soprano) demonstrated a range of A-flat3 to A5 with a
passaggio from chest voice to head voice at D4/E4 and an upper passaggio at F5/Fsharp5. The second mezzo-soprano (a lower mezzo-soprano) demonstrated a range of G3
to A-flat5 with a passaggio from chest voice to head voice at D4/E4 and an upper
passaggio at E5/F5. The tenor demonstrated a range C3 to B4 with a passaggio of Eflat4/F4. The tenor also demonstrated the ability to transition into falsetto register at
C4/D4. The baritone demonstrated a range of F2 to F4 with a passaggio at C-sharp4/D4.
The baritone also demonstrated the ability to transition into falsetto register at C5/D5.
The bass-baritone demonstrated a range of E2 to E4 with a passaggio at C4/D4. The bassbaritone also demonstrated the ability to transition into falsetto register beginning at G4
through C5/D5.
The ease of the register shifting demonstrated by the six singers can be
misleading, however. Register shifting is often much more difficult for the less
experienced singer. Most choirs are made up of amateur singers or singers with much less
training than the graduate vocal performance majors who participated in this study. For
more inexperienced female singers, the soprano who is asked to sing alto is required to
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consistently sing in a limited, lower range. In my experience, she may be asked to create
a “darker” and “richer” tone, thereby activating more the thyroarytenoid muscle to create
more mass and vocal weight in the tone. As she begins to ascend into the head voice, she
may find the shifts considerably more difficult due to the fact that the thyroarytenoid
muscle is overly active and she has not begun the process of shifting into head voice, or
activating more of the cricothyroid muscle, soon enough. Again using the analogy of the
automobile, the soprano has decided to shift into a higher gear at a much higher RPM. As
this would create a more drastic change of gears in the automobile, it also creates a more
drastic, audible shift from chest voice to head voice.
The same can be true of the male singer in a choral setting. For instance, consider
a choral ensemble where the majority of men in the ensemble are baritones. The choral
baritone singer tends to have a modest range (usually G2 to E3), neither the very low
pitches nor the very high pitches required for the bass or tenor choral designations are
particularly comfortable for the baritone. Yet due to the needs of the ensemble, the singer
may be placed in either the bass choral designation or the tenor designation. If the
baritone is placed in the bass choral designation, he, like the soprano, may find that he
activates more of the thyroarytenoid muscle because he has been asked to create a
“darker” and “richer” tone. If he is placed in the tenor choral designation, he may find the
need to transition into the falsetto register to achieve the highest pitches. The placement
of the baritone in the bass choral designation or the tenor designation can cause difficulty
for the singer with regard to register shifting.

25
It appears that the problem of register shifting could be solved by making sure
that every singer sings the appropriate choral designation (e.g. only sopranos sing
soprano, only altos sing alto, etc.); however, this is not always possible when trying to
achieve the proper balance between sections. Furthermore, not all composers write music
in the optimal range or tessitura for each voice classification. It is therefore possible that
even the most experienced singer, singing in the proper choral designation, can have
considerable difficulty navigating vocal registers when the music is written in a range or
tessitura that requires the singer to sing too high or too low for an extended period of
time.
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CHAPTER 3:
THE CASE FOR CHORAL PIVOTING
When preparing to perform choral works, the conductor seeks to most accurately
represent the composer’s intentions. In the midst of attempting to honor the intentions of
the composer, the conductor balances issues of performance practice with the ability of
the ensemble. Even if the selected literature is appropriate for the skill level of the
ensemble, the singers may still wrestle with more difficult passages. Not all composers
are experts in the areas of vocal physiology and many compositions contain passages that
are not idiomatic to the vocal instrument. Significant portions of the choral repertoire
were composed neither with modern voice classifications nor mixed choirs in mind (e.g.
Renaissance choral music.) When such difficult passages may potentially harm the vocal
mechanism, the conductor must provide a method that both protects the singer while
serving to best reveal the composer’s intentions.
All adult singers who study voice will happen upon vocal literature in which the
singer is required to sing some pitches or phrases that lie outside of their optimal range.
Examples of this are evident in standard vocal literature for every voice classification; for
instance, a soprano is required to sing as low as A3 in Mozart’s “Deh vieni, non tardar”
from Le Nozze di Figaro, K.492. Most classical literature for sopranos is not written
below C4 and certainly not for a considerable amount of time. In choral singing, the
singer may be asked to sing for prolonged periods of time in extended ranges resulting in
a certain amount of fatigue. The end result of this fatigue can be improper register
shifting and ineffective vocal production. “The voice is a muscle which is controlled by
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other muscles and, like the muscles of the rest of the body, is subject to the effects of
general body fatigue.”22 Improper vocal production not only manifests itself as tension
felt by the singer, but as difficulty with accurate intonation, well-paced vibrato, and
resonance balancing.23 Just as an athlete tires and may begin to stumble, it seems logical
that the vocally fatigued singer may also begin to sing incorrectly. Since singers most
often tire from singing for prolonged period of time in higher registers, Doscher
comments that “for both males and females, singing with too much heavy mechanism in
too high a range can cause vocal fatigue and measurably shorten the life of a voice.”24
Robert Sataloff, M.D., D.M.A., noted in an article published in the November
2008 Choral Journal that “virtually all body systems can affect voice production.” All
body systems include the obvious manifestations of illnesses that directly affect the vocal
mechanism as well as the ear, nose, and throat: colds, allergies, gastroesaphageal reflux,
etc. Sataloff continues by recognizing that singers, as well as other professionals who use
their voices more frequently, are prone to disorders caused by abuse. “Choral activities
may also affect the voices of the choir adversely; but ideal choral conducting practices
should build the voices of choral singers, not fatigue or damage them.”25 The choral
conductor must do his/her utmost to respect the potential and the limitations of the vocal
mechanism when considering the best way to tackle the choral repertoire.
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The choral conductor is faced with the following question: is there a way to
perform a piece of choral music in which the singer is required to sing in a high or low
tessitura for a prolonged amount of time without putting stress on the vocal mechanism?
Furthermore, is it possible to do so while maintaining the integrity of the composer’s
intentions? The American Academy of Teachers of Singing’s statement, “Choral
Tessituras,” begins with the following:
It is common knowledge that a great many teachers of singing hesitate to
permit their pupils to participate in choral singing because experience has
proven that, due to the unusually high tessitura dominating the
arrangements of many choral works, harm is done to the voice.26
There are inherent risks to the vocal mechanism when singing in a tessitura that is either
too high or too low.
Since most people have medium voices, they must be assigned to a part
which is either too high or too low for them; the mezzo-soprano must sing
soprano or alto and the baritone must sing tenor or bass. Either option can
present problems for the singer, but for most singers there are fewer
dangers in singing too low than there are in singing too high.27
An interesting perspective contained in the statement, “Choral Tessituras”
is that, “In the following tabulations the vocal limits allocated to the various
voices of choral music only are those of the average amateur singer, not the
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professional artist.”28 The professional artist may be armed with more knowledge,
experience, and skill; however, it does not negate the fact that there is a great deal
of choral literature that is vocally problematic with the potential for creating vocal
damage for any singer, professional or amateur. If there is a way to alleviate
some of the strain or potential for harm, it can allow the singer to approach these
composers and/or genres in a healthful way.
A high tessitura in general presents a problem for even the most adept singer. For
instance, even the top choral ensembles include members who are singing outside of their
respective voice-types. Take for instance the professional choir with a streamlined, light
soprano sound. In such an ensemble the smaller and lighter soprano voices sing the
soprano choral designation. In my experience, many choirs contain more sopranos than
actual contraltos, (sopranos with reference to their voice classification not choral
designation) and because of this, many conductors may choose to use some of these
sopranos to fill out the alto section. The same may be true for men’s voices: higher
baritones who are required to “float” or even sing off the voice (falsetto) in order to fill
out the tenor II section. In both the case of the soprano singing alto or the baritone
singing tenor, it is a very rare case in which a choral conductor has not required choristers
to sing outside their voice classifications in order to achieve balance between the sections
of the choir.
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Since the placement of singers into choral designations that are not their voice
classification occurs, the statements by the American Academy of Teachers of Singing
are worth considering for even the most skilled professional choir: We believe…
1.

That a general tendency exists among composers and arrangers to write voice
parts in a dangerously high tessitura, and that continued singing in this high
tessitura is apt to strain and even permanently injure young and adolescent
voices, and to prevent normal development of the vocal apparatus.

2.

That the safest and best range and the safest and best tessitura for the various
voices are as follows in Figure 3.1.

3. That although group singing tends to reduce the mental hazard, no singer can
be expected to sing in ensemble a high tone he cannot sing reasonably well in
solo singing. For example, the tenor section as a unit cannot be expected to
negotiate high B-flat if members of the group cannot sing it individually.
4. That the easiest volume for singers in the upper half of the range is best
vocalized mezzo forte, and that successful piano and pianissimo singing are
more difficult and require training and guidance.29
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Figure 3.1 Safest and Best Range and Best Tessitura for Various Voices,
American Academy of Teachers of Singing30

What is to be said for the undergraduate voice major, master of music voice
student, or professional singer who is required to sing the most demanding choral
literature? This literature might be equally as demanding as an opera aria and require the
singer to sing for lengthy periods of time in both the upper and lower parts of the range in
extreme piano and forte dynamic levels. Richard Miller states the following:
30
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The vocal demands of the early literature are not modest; its performers
were clearly musicians of great skill. But the singers of complex early
liturgical music were not expected to give solo recitals in which the unique
timbre of the individual voice is valued…The large choral works of the
late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries generally call for a quartet of
soloists. Nevertheless, the vocal demands for the choristers, who are often
amateur singers, may equal the tasks assigned the solo voices.31
Vocal tension and undue stress placed on the vocal mechanism is of great
concern to all singers, teachers of singing, and choral conductors whose desire is
to have singers with any sort of singing longevity. A host of different ailments can
occur when singers place undue stress or tension on the voice including vocal
nodules, vocal polyps, and considerable difficulty in producing a singing tone that
does not result in physical pain for the singer. Undue vocal-mechanism stress and
tension are the singer’s greatest enemies for those who attempt to develop their
singing skills so that they are capable of singing a variety of literature from
various historical periods, in ensembles and as soloists, and have vocal stamina.

Vocal Tension and Hyperfunctional/Hypofunctional Phonation
Tension may ensue when the choral singer is required to: 1) sing outside of the
singer’s voice classification in order to achieve balance within the choir; 2) sing literature
that exceeds the singer’s physical ability level as far as range and tessitura are concerned;
and 3) sing in the most upper parts of the range and/or the lowest parts of the range at
very quiet or very loud volume levels. The previous discussion of the functions of the
thyroarytenoid and cricothyroid muscles explains part of the process of phonation with
31
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these intrinsic muscles of the vocal mechanism. The intrinsic muscles of the larynx are
what a singer should use, not what a singer always uses. When a singer is fatigued, he/she
may begin to use the extrinsic vocal muscles, such as the vocal constrictor muscles
surrounding the larynx, to achieve the notated pitches. Use of these extrinsic muscles can
create what is known as “hyperfunctional phonation.” Hyperfunctional phonation, as
described by McKinney, is “demanding too much from the laryngeal mechanism, [and]
results in a sound which is described in various sources as pressed (Sundberg), tight,
tense, hard, edgy, or strained.” McKinney further notes that one of the contributing
factors to hyperfunctional phonation is singing in the wrong voice classification,
especially in too high a tessitura.
Conversely, hypofunctional phonation, or the absence of the proper closure of the
glottis due to a lack of energy or activity in the laryngeal muscles can also be found in
any singer. Although this particular issue is not as common with advanced choral singers,
it can be an issue if the singer is asked to sing very quietly or with a tone that lacks
vibrato. Hypofunctional phonation may prove to be especially problematic for those
singers who sing in a very low tessitura. McKinney states, “Although also fatiguing,
singing in too low of a tessitura seems to cause less damage since the voice will most
likely cut out at pitches that are too low to be sung. The singer can “force” the voice
lower by depressing the larynx, but this seems to interfere with the relaxation necessary
for the cricothyroid muscles to achieve phonation at lower pitch levels.”32
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What may appear as hypofunctional phonation may actually be the result of vocal
fatigue. Hypofunctional phonation presents itself as “breathiness” in the singer’s tone due
to a lack of approximation of the full length of the vocal fold. Prolonged periods of
singing in a very high tessitura create a considerable amount of vocal fatigue and after a
period of time the singer begins to rely more on hyperfunctional phonation, or the
extrinsic muscles of the larynx, to create the sound. This type of singing is extremely
risky as the improper use of the vocal mechanism can quickly lead to vocal fold edema or
swelling. As McKinney states, “The most common symptom of vocal misuse or
dysfunction is hoarseness.”33 Therefore, what the conductor may believe to be
hypofunctional phonation or “breathiness” could actually be signs of vocal fatigue or
vocal damage.
Physical issues can arise from singers singing in too high or too low a tessitura for
a prolonged period of time, which can create a host of ensemble issues as well. The first
issue is intonation. Doscher remarks, “if the tessitura is too high and stays in the upper
passaggio (E-flat2 to G2 for females and D1 to F-sharp1 for males) too long, the
laryngeal muscles, both extrinsic and intrinsic, are overtaxed and intonation becomes
unsatisfactory.”34 The fatigue that ensues from singing in a high tessitura for a prolonged
period of time may result in hyperfunctional phonation and will invariably create
problems with the accuracy of pitch. The singer is fatigued and begins to lose the ability
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to maintain pitch accuracy. In the choral setting this becomes an even greater issue as the
singers must collectively be able to maintain accurate intonation in order to perform the
music.
Singing in too high or too low a tessitura for prolonged periods of time can cause
the consistency of the vocal tone to suffer. The “pressed” tone of hyperfunctional
phonation may cause it to be more difficult to achieve a unified tone throughout the
section as the singers become more and more fatigued. In the same way, the “breathy”
tone of the singer using hypofunctional phonation or the singer who is extremely fatigued
will cause difficulty in achieving uniformity throughout the section. The tone is further
altered as the balanced phonation of proper singing technique begins to affect the wellpaced vibrancy of the tone. McKinney quotes Greene stating that, “The easy rhythmic
excursions of the vocal cords in normal, healthy voice production can be heard in the
normal vibrato or pulses of sound. This is not heard in breathy, strained, or harsh voices
and is therefore of diagnostic significance giving both physical and physiological cause.”

Vibrato in the Vocal Tone
The variance of vibrancy between singers in an ensemble also is of concern to
many choral conductors. Doscher states, “The presence of vibrato in the singing sound
has long been recognized as an important part of the timbre or quality. It has been
estimated that vibrato is found in 95% of all ‘classically’ sung tones.”35 The acoustic
presence of vibrato in singing tone is well documented, but the exact physiological causes
35
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of vibrato remain controversial among scientists. “Most of the reports deal with specific
activities, such as abdominal/diaphragmatic effort, crico-thyroid activity, and subglottic
air pressure.”36 Despite the fact that the physiological origins of vibrato remain a mystery,
in a sense, the obvious conclusion remains that fatigue has the power to affect the singing
mechanism and all its parts, including the pace of vibrato.
Many choral conductors prefer a tone with minimal vibrato in order to achieve
clarity of pitches, balance, and a homogeneous sound within each section. The use of
“straight tone” may affect the singing voice because of additional extrinsic muscular
activity outside of the larynx resulting in a tone without vibrato. Singing without vibrato
changes the acoustic properties of the voice as singing without vibrato has very few
overtones (and is, therefore, easier to “match” within a section). The preference for
limited vibrato can affect the singer’s ability to achieve a full range of dynamics; but the
music may still require the singer to sing with a great deal of dynamic variety. The use of
“straight tone” or tone with limited vibrato can induce vocal tension for the singer and
create a vibrato that is either completely nonexistent or not well-paced. “Ordinarily, the
muscles of the body work smoothly. However, if they weary, or if they fail in some other
way, they begin to tremble and the movement becomes jerky.”37 When the singer is
greatly fatigued due to prolonged time in a certain tessitura, he/she may become less
reliable with pitch accuracy and the pace of the vibrato. The fatigued singer may rely
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more on the extrinsic muscles, in which case the vibrato may cease all together. It is also
possible that the vibrato may increase or decrease and the speed of the vibrations might
vary due to a host of physiological and physical characteristics unique to each singer.
Regardless of the choral conductor’s choice to either eliminate or include vibrato in the
tone of the choral singers, the ability of the singers to be able to produce either reliable
vibrato or straight tone is diminished when the singer is overwhelmingly fatigued.

The Singer’s Formant
The acoustic properties of the human voice are well documented. The ability of
the human voice to be able to be heard over musical accompaniment (an orchestra, for
example) depends largely on what is known as “the singer’s formant”: vocal tone with
prominent overtones lying between 2800 and 3200 Hertz, with male voices nearer the
lower limit and female voices nearer the upper.38 Sundberg describes the singer’s formant
as a bonus to the singer “because it is generated by resonance effects alone, it calls for no
extra vocal effort; the singer achieves audibility without having to generate extra air
pressure.”39
Since the singer can rely on the singer’s formant to aid in the acoustical properties
(resonance and volume) of creating varying dynamic levels (especially those that help the
voice to carry), it is arguable that there is less possibility to dynamically vary the vocal
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sound when the singer cannot use the singer’s formant. Doscher explains that “the
singing formant, however, is not found in the falsetto voice, particularly the pure falsetto,
and almost never in tones produced with a breathy, aspirate attack.”40

Elevated Laryngeal Positioning
The singer who is required to sing in a high tessitura for a prolonged period of
time may also acquire an elevated laryngeal position. “The raised laryngeal position is
particularly prevalent in choral tenors who are required to sing above the staff for
prolonged periods of time. This type of singing can occur with a raised laryngeal
position, and rarely without vocal strain.”41 Hurtado writes specifically in terms of the
tenor voice in his dissertation, “Three Approaches for Teaching Laryngeal Stability:
Curing the ‘Necktie Tenor’”; however similar concerns are present in every vocal
classification. Miller describes the elevated laryngeal position as being universally
frowned upon in most classical vocal training techniques (with the exception of a small
segment of the French school of singing). The elevation of the larynx shortens the vocal
tract, thereby making higher pitches easier to achieve by the singer. It reduces the
strength of the first formant therefore creating a tone that is less resonant. This is apparent
specifically in the male voice where an elevated laryngeal position can result in voce finta
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or “feigned voice.”42 Doscher comments, “In a strained, pinched production…when the
larynx is too high, the intrinsic muscles are over-worked, while the extrinsic network is
under-worked (hypofunctional).”43
When the singer sings with an elevated laryngeal position, the fullness of the tone
may suffer because of the shortened vocal tract, which in turn lessens the singer’s ability
to produce a resonant tone. In a choral setting, the singers who sing with an elevated
laryngeal position may not be able to contribute to the overall sound of the section with
the same type of necessary resonance due to the shortened vocal tract and lack of
resonance. In short, the singer singing with an elevated laryngeal position cannot
contribute to the tone with as much resonance as those who are singing with more
resonance.
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CHAPTER 4:
VOCAL STRAIN AND FATIGUE IN THE CHORAL ENSEMBLE

It is possible for the human voice to reach a point where the system is fatigued,
and the mechanism cannot sustain the same quality of singing it can when the voice is not
tired. If one considers the choral ensemble as the same type of large organism, with many
working parts (the singers), the ensemble also suffers the effects of fatigue. Fatigue
induced by singing for a prolonged amount of time in either a very high or very low
tessitura can manifest itself in several different ways: intonation inaccuracies, balance
problems between the choral parts, dynamic difficulties, and even morale problems
within the ensemble. All of these issues hinder the choral ensemble’s ability to sing well
and/or function as a unified performing ensemble.
Intonation difficulties arise when the individual singer becomes extremely
fatigued and resorts to using extrinsic muscular activity to produce the sound. This type
of activity is visible: a raised chin, tension in the jaw, bulging veins in the neck, etc.
(although this type of behavior can also be seen in young or inexperienced singers
regardless of tessitura). The listener can hear the tension in the sound just as one can hear
a speaker becoming fatigued after using his/her voice for a prolonged period of time. The
vocal tone changes because of several factors, most importantly being the alteration in the
shape of the pharyngeal resonating cavity often brought about by extrinsic muscular
tension. “Compensatory behavior can manifest in several ways. For example, a common
response of the larynx when singing forcefully is activation of the extrinsic muscles. The
extrinsic compensatory strategy results in an intrinsic over-pressure of the ventricular
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folds impeding on the true folds. As a result, vocal fold vibration is limited, and the
perception of ‘work’ involved in producing sound is far greater.”44
A fatigued singer may lose the sense of appoggio, defined in basic terms, an
appoggio consists of a raised sternum and expanded ribs (shoulders remaining low),
maintained from beginning to end of the phrase. While the breath is being replenished for
the next phrase, nothing should change – the shoulders should stay relaxed and down, the
sternum should maintain height, and ribs stay extended.45 In Italian, appoggiare literally
means to lean. For the singer, it is very literally resisting the body’s natural tendency to
allow the diaphragm to rise and the ribs to recoil back to a less expanded posture. The
singer extends the process of exhalation much longer than one would under normal
circumstances of respiration. Trained singers practice the technique of appoggio (or more
commonly known by choral conductors as “support”) and should be relatively familiar
with and accustomed to this technique. The body will eventually tire of the constant
struggle to maintain appoggio. The result of this fatigue is manifested in several areas
including, but not limited to, pitch accuracy, vibrancy, resonance balancing, and physical
pain specifically centered in the laryngeal region. Singing for a prolonged amount of time
in either a very high or a very low tessitura can produce the kind of fatigue that may
cause the singer to lose the sense of appoggio.
The singer has less ability to regulate pitch variations due to the fatigue of the
vocal mechanism. If the singer continues to sing while fatigued, vocal fold swelling
44
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(edema) may occur resulting in dysphonia. “Dysphonia is a disruption in vocal fold
vibration that results in a voice quality that is perceived as abnormal.”46 The singer who
completes a choral rehearsal and notices changes in the speaking voice may have
incurred the results of vocal fold swelling. A singer who may have difficulty with vocal
adduction (onset of phonation) most certainly is experiencing vocal fold swelling. Singers
may notice that they are experiencing these symptoms after several rehearsals or even
after every rehearsal. The results of consistent vocal fold swelling include the possibility
of significant (and possibly permanent) damage being done to the vocal mechanism.
One of the ways in which choral conductors may notice vocal fold swelling
manifesting in the singer during a choral rehearsal is the presence of “breathy” tone.
“Breathy” tone is often the result of poor adduction because of vocal fold swelling.
“Breathy” tone creates difficulty in balancing the sound within the choral designation in
the ensemble. Singers surrounding the fatigued singer will either need to compensate and
perhaps sing more loudly. In my experience, singers can experience considerable
amounts of tension compensating for singers who are fatigued. Conversely, the singers
surrounding the fatigued singer may become nervous and sing less. If the singers are of
similar ability levels (whether amateur or professional), they may begin to fatigue at
relatively similar times.
The fatigued singer who is experiencing muscular tension as well as the singer
who is experiencing vocal fold swelling cannot possibly sing the music with the same
kind of dynamics as one who is not fatigued. Physical limitations caused by muscular
46
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tension and vocal fold edema hinder the ability to execute the music. If the singer is less
experienced or if the singer is willing to suffer further vocal damage, the singer may
attempt to deal with the demands of the work regardless of the potential for doing
damage to his/her voice.
Morale problems and resentment may be the result of singers who are unable to
fulfill their roles as strong contributors to the ensemble. Singers who experience extreme
fatigue, especially those for whom vocal dysphonia is an issue, cannot participate to the
level that the others can participate. Singers who cannot fully participate can cause
resentment and morale problems among those who are required to fulfill the demands of
the work for the singers who cannot fully participate. It can also create resentment in
singers in whom it causes vocal issues and therefore cannot fulfill vocal obligations
outside of the choral setting (e.g. singing in a musical theater or opera production). What
Sataloff describes in reference to musical theatre performances what is very applicable to
choral singers as well, “as a result (of performers who experience dysphonia) it then
becomes necessary for other members of the performance group to work more hours to
cover for the ‘weak’ cast member, or in the worst case scenario cancel scheduled
performances.”47
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CHAPTER 5:
CHORAL PIVOTING TO ALLEVIATE VOCAL STRAIN

The conductor is faced with a dilemma in choral music in which the singer is
required to sing in a high or low tessitura for a prolonged amount of time. If the composer
wrote the piece of music without regard to the limitations of the vocal instrument,
performing the piece of music may also put the singers at risk of placing a great amount
of stress on the vocal mechanism. The conductor must devise ways to approach music
that can both preserve the vocal health of the singers and the composer’s intentions.
Robert Blocker quotes a letter written by Robert Shaw in his book, The Robert
Shaw Reader, stating, “What always has seemed to me the better plan to achieve
structural/polyphonic balances and harmonic proportion is to move voices to where the
dike is leaking; to achieve balance by the number of voices on a passage or harmonic
factor – along with a careful editing of proportional dynamics – so that no vocal section is
faced with the necessity – or probability – of forcing.”48 Shaw’s reference to achieving
balance by the number of voices used in a passage or harmonic proportion may not
directly reference choral pivoting for vocal health reasons, but this type of balancing can
lessen the vocal fatigue of the ensemble. The choral conductor, armed with knowledge as
to how the vocal mechanism works, can skillfully and systematically lay out a plan of
execution that can aid the singer by reducing vocal strain. It is also possible that this
method, when applied, can more accurately honor the composer’s original intentions
regarding vocal color, dynamics, and balance.
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The concept I call “choral pivoting” is very similar to the method Robert Shaw
described. Choral pivoting is the movement of voices from one choral designation to
another choral designation. The term, “choral designation” describes the voice
classification used for choral music such as soprano, alto, tenor, and bass. It is worth
noting that these “choral designations” do not always match the voice classification, i.e.
the mezzo-soprano singer who is required to sing alto or the baritone who is required to
sing tenor. Nevertheless, for the purpose of this study, the singer is assigned to a choral
designation in which he/she remains for the majority of the time until asked to move to
another choral designation for the sake of preserving the health of the voice.
Most choral conductors have applied choral pivoting for a variety of reasons:
balance issues, range issues, tonal preferences, etc. Choral pivoting also can be useful in
reducing vocal tension due to high or low tessitura. This study includes several distinct
methods in which to apply choral pivoting to help aid the singers when situations of vocal
tension are predicted to be present. These methods are not the only methods of choral
pivoting that can be employed by the choral conductor. These examples are to serve as a
catalyst for choral conductors in order to increase their knowledge of the vocal
mechanism and to recognize circumstances under which choral pivoting may be
employed.
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Messe pour double choeur a cappella, Frank Martin
Swiss composer Frank Martin composed his Messe pour double choeur a
cappella in 1922, adding the final movement, Agnus Dei, in 1926. The work was
premiered in 1963 by the Bugenhagen Kantorei of Hamburg.49 As to why the mass was
kept from the public for forty years, Martin stated, “I considered [the mass to be] between
God and myself. I felt then that an expression of religious feelings should remain secret
and removed from public opinion.”50 In his 1987 dissertation titled, “A Choral
Conductor’s Analysis for Performance of Messe pour double choeur a cappella by Frank
Martin,” Robert Glassman offers that “this was a project undertaken purely to fulfill
spiritual needs (no commission was involved.)”51 Since the work was composed as an
expression of Martin’s own personal faith, “Martin felt free to express himself without
regard to any musical limitations of the [performing] group.”52 Since he composed the
work as an expression of his own faith with no musical limitation; he did not consider the
tessitura and dynamic implications for the singers.
Glassman notes that one of the most difficult problems with which the conductor
must wrestle is divisi and range. “In addition to extended divisi and difficult ranges for
the singers, is the problem of tessitura.” Not only are tessitura, range, and divisi issues,
but also balance. Glassman continues, “The choral orchestration is illustrated with the
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setting of full choral sounds with the basses in low registers and the sopranos in their
upper ranges, while the remaining voices fill out the chords appropriately. Achieving a
proper balance in chords such as these will be a challenge for even the most virtuosic of
choirs.”53
A practical solution that may resolve balance issues would be the addition of
singers to parts that need more volume, therefore using choral pivoting. Pivoting singers
from one section to another for better balance within the ensemble is an approach often
used by choral conductors. Choral pivoting purely for the sake of balance within the
choral ensemble may lessen vocal strain for the singers, but was not intended solely for
that purpose. Current research is lacking in the area of choral pivoting used exclusively
for the purpose of alleviating vocal tension for the singer. Choral pivoting can be
employed for the purpose of avoiding fatigue and strain in the vocal mechanism.
Choral pivoting does create changes in the acoustic properties of the ensemble as
perceived by listeners. In many cases, these changes can simply help create interesting
shadings in the color of the section that one could call “artistic preferences.” That the
intentions of the composer could be distorted by using choral pivoting (e.g. moving
tenors to baritone and altos to tenor may create a color choice that was unintended by the
composer) may be a cause for concern. Each time a conductor employs choral pivoting,
he or she should examine the impact that these choices have on the sound of the
ensemble. Since tonal preferences are rarely noted by the composer, color choices will
vary from conductor to conductor.
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Messe pour double choeur a cappella is scored for two SATB choirs with
additional divisi in each of the choirs. Glassman notes Martin’s compositional
techniques regarding texture and “choral orchestration”:
Martin frequently varies the texture of this mass for double choir by
alternating between polychoral writing for two SATB choirs to full eightpart writing which is not polychoral. Additional textures of this type
include contrasting the men’s voices of both choirs to the women’s voices.
We also see examples where Choir II functions as an accompanying body
to Choir I (but usually not vice versa.)…An extension of eight-part
writing, choral orchestration, is also to be observed. Here we see such
examples as the doubling of a melody in octaves among two or more of
the voices, while the remainder of the choir provides harmonic support. In
addition, choral orchestration is illustrated with the setting of full choral
sounds with the basses in low registers and the sopranos in their upper
ranges, while the remaining voices fill out the chords appropriately.54
These four types of “choral orchestration” in the mass as detailed by Glassman
give the conductor the ability to explore several different solutions for avoiding vocal
tension when singers are required to sing in either a very high or very low tessitura for an
extended period of time.
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CHAPTER 6:
CHORAL PIVOTING APPLICATION

The singers used for the purpose of this study were the singers of Arizona Choir
from the University of Arizona. Out of the thirty-three singers (sixteen women and
seventeen men), four singers were undergraduate music majors in vocal performance,
eleven singers were graduate students in vocal performance, seventeen singers were
graduate students in choral conducting, and two singers were professional singers with
graduate degrees in music. The Arizona Choir is the premiere choral ensemble of the
University of Arizona and each singer has been auditioned.

Placing Singers within the Choral Designation
I tested each singer for placement into each choral designation prior to beginning
rehearsals on the Frank Martin Messe pour double choeur a cappella. Each singer sang
the indicated exercise at different pitch levels, ascending and descending by half-steps in
order to test the singer’s range and evaluate the singer’s passaggio. Women sang the
exercise at the pitch level noted in the diagram, men sang the exercise one octave lower.
Each singer was asked to sing the exercise in a variety of keys to determine both range
and passaggio.

Figure 6.1 Vocal Exercise Used to Determine Range and Passaggio
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The following chart was used to determine the pitch at which the exercises were
conducted so that the singer would begin the exercise below or above the passaggio and
ascend or descend by half steps to determine where the points of “lift” or, as McKinney
describes these points, as transition tones: “[It] is generally accepted that most singers
have more-or-less clearly defined areas in the voice where there is a ‘register’ change, a
change of quality, or the necessity for some change in technique. It is also generally
agreed that the transition points of high, medium, and low voices follow that same
sequence, with higher voices having higher ‘lift’ notes, etc.”55 The term “lift” refers to a
physical change in the adjustment made by the intrinsic muscles of the larynx in order to
achieve higher or lower pitch levels. Vennard describes the “lift of the breath” as “feeling
of suddenly increasing breath pressure to smooth the transition to a higher register
(Witherspoon).”56 McKinney describes the transitions in two series for women between
three registers: the first series from chest voice to middle voice, and the second series
from middle voice to head voice. For men he describes only one transition series (the
transition from head voice to falsetto has been omitted): the first series from chest voice
to head voice.57
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First Series:
Contralto – D-flat4, Bass – D-flat3
Mezzo-soprano – E-flat4, Baritone – E-flat3
Soprano – G-flat4, Tenor – G-flat3
Second Series:
Contralto – D-flat5
Mezzo-soprano – E-flat5
Soprano – G-flat5
Figure 6.2 Transition Tones as Determined by James McKinney58

Almost all singers have experienced an increase in sub-glottal pressure and air
flow as pitch rises until the highest frequency of a given register is reached. At this point,
especially in the early stages of training, the mechanism shifts to a lower pressure-flow
ratio. Many choral musicians call this phenomenon the “lift of the breath,” which is
certainly descriptive of what is probably a decrease in acoustical loading on the vocal
folds.59
It is very important that the conductor be aware of the vocal register shifts in the
singers so that the singers can be placed in the proper choral designation. The tessitura of
one choral designation may greatly differ from another choral designation making it
either easier or more difficult for the singer to sing. McKinney describes that “singing
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outside of the natural vocal range imposes a serious strain upon the voice… clinical
experience indicates that singing at a pitch level that is either too high or too low creates
vocal pathology.”60 Various hypotheses surround the phenomenon of “vocal registers.”
Many singers and teachers of singing believe that register shifting is more of a
physiological phenomenon than an acoustical change. Scientifically, register shifting is
directly related to what may be termed as the theory of “critical mass.”
We have recently studied the characteristics of vocal fold length changes
with rising pitch in singing. It was found that the vocal fold strain
[elongation] percentage was of the same order of magnitude for female
and male subjects in the common register shift area. (Sonninen, Hurme
and Vilkman, 1992 )61 The register shift in this pitch area may again be
explained by the critical mass hypothesis. The vertical thickness of the
glottis reduces and the stiffness of the vocal fold mucosa increases with
lengthening of the vocal folds (growing strain [elongation]). The register
break occurs when the mucosal stiffness grows and/or the thyroarytenoid
muscle can no longer maintain the vertical thickness of the glottis.
Consequently, there are no possibilities for the critical mass formation,
i.e., there is not sufficient mucosal mass participating in the vibration to
produce a strong enough collision for the chest register phonation.”62
The Messe pour double choeur a cappella requires that the singers be placed in
four choral designations in either “Choir I” or “Choir II.” The demands placed on the
singer are considerable for each part including: use of nearly the full vocal range of the
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singer (in terms of pitches), the full dynamic range of the singer, and the ability to sustain
a very high or very low tessitura for a considerable amount of time. Knowing the register
shifts of each of the singers can help the conductor identify potential difficulties the
individual singers may experience. In short, the physical placement of the singers will
help the conductor to assess when and where to employ the techniques of choral pivoting.
As each singer performed the vocal exercise on the vowels [i] and [a] to
determine the “lift” as he/she transitioned into a different register. Those singers with a
higher lift point were designated the Soprano I, Alto I, Tenor I, and Bass I of the choir.
Those singers with a lower lift point were designated the Soprano II, Alto II, Tenor II,
and Bass II of the choir. Passaggio was determined by transition pitch, as outlined by
McKinney in figure 6.2.
In each choral designation, the singers received a number (1 representing the
singer with the highest passaggio and 4 representing the singer with the lowest
passaggio.) Several of the singers with similar voice categorization (for example,
baritones) had the same lift points. Singers with more sizeable, resonant voices were
placed on the lower choral designation and those with lighter voices were placed on the
higher choral designation.
The presence of formant in the singer’s voice is what creates resonance. “A
formant or formant frequency is a resonance of the vocal tract.”63 Acoustically, the
singer’s formant should be around 3000cps (cycles per second) and is completely
independent of the fundamental frequency. This can allow the singer to be heard over an
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orchestra.64 As the singers were not measured acoustically with any outside device other
than the ear of the conductor, one may refer to the “resonance” of the singer rather than
the singer’s formant. Vocal resonance is defined by Barbara Doscher as “the relationship
that exists between two vibrating bodies and results in an increase in amplitude and a
more efficient use of the sound wave.”65 Doscher continues to compare the singers to
orchestral wind instruments to the vocal mechanism and states the following:
Air from the lungs is the actuator of the vocal folds, which become the
primary vibrator and produce the sound wave. The air in the resonance
cavity, the secondary vibrator, is set in motion in the period of the primary
vibrator. The vibrator therefore imposes its frequency upon the resonator,
unlike other wind and brass instruments.66
The importance of the singer’s formant and resonance in this study is its
relationship to the position and action of the cartilages and muscles of the larynx. The
singer’s formant (and therefore the resonance of the singer) is affected by the position of
the larynx and the widening of the lower pharynx.67 The ability of the singer to achieve a
lowered laryngeal position, indicative of singing that feels “less stressful” and with less
muscular “tension” surrounding the larynx, is at the heart of the need for choral pivoting.
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Doscher concludes that the shape of the primary vibrator (the intrinsic muscles of
the larynx) directly affects the sound of the vocal tone.68 The length and width of the
intrinsic muscles of the larynx (for purposes of this study, the crico-thyroid and thyroarytenoid muscles specifically) not only directly affect pitch, but timbre as well. Without
the aid of a laryngoscope to view the vocal folds during singing, one must take auditory
cues as to when the singer is using more of one muscle group and less of another. The
term “color” refers to the timbre of the tone being produced by the singer. “Darker color”
refers to more mass in the vocal folds as is consistent with use of the thyro-arytenoid
muscle. “Lighter color” refers to less mass in the vocal folds as is consistent with use of
the crico-thyroid muscle.
After each of the singers was assigned a number as mentioned above, the singers
were placed within the choir according to their choral designation and their number. As
detailed in Figure 5.3, the sopranos were placed in one long row with those sopranos
singing first soprano on the audience’s left side and those singing second soprano on the
audience’s right side. In the first soprano section, the singer farthest to the audience’s left
was the singer with the highest passaggio. The singer in the second soprano section
furthest to the audience’s right was the second soprano with the lowest passaggio (the
idea behind this placement was that as we travel further to the center of this line of
sopranos, we reached a point at which these sopranos actually have very similar voices
with regard to register and passaggio.) Depending on the type of choral pivoting
employed, these singers could pivot very easily without much or any difference for the
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listener. The remainder of the choir: the altos, the tenors, and the basses were all placed
in a similar fashion. The singer with the highest passaggio in each section was furthest to
the left while the singer with the lowest passaggio in the section was furthest to the right.
This is a mass for double choir, therefore generally the singers in the Soprano I section
function as the sopranos for Choir I and the singers in the Soprano II section function as
the sopranos for Choir II.

Table 6.1 Arizona Choir Placement

Row 4

BI
1

BI
3
TI
1
SI
2

BI
4
TI
2
SI
3

BI
5
TI
3
SI
4

BII
1
TII
1
SII
1

AI
AI 2
3
CHOIR
I

AI
4

AI
5

AII
1

BI 2

Row 3
Row 2
Row 1

SI 1
AI
1

BII 2
TII 2
SII 2
AII 2
CHOIR
II

BII
3
TII
3
SII
3

BII
4

AII
3

AII
4

SII
4

BII
5
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CHAPTER 7:
TYPES OF CHORAL PIVOTING

The application of choral pivoting requires the conductor to examine not only
what is optimal for the singer’s vocal health, but also what is ideal for preserving the
apparent intentions of the composer with regard to texture, dynamics, tone color, and
balance within the ensemble. Keeping in mind these musical considerations, one may
adopt one or more of the three types of choral pivoting described in this study. The
conductor must take five things into consideration when making decisions involving
choral pivoting. First, the conductor must determine the ranges required of the singers in
the piece of music. For the Messe pour double choeur a cappella, the ranges are
displayed in Figure 7.1.
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Table 7.1 Ranges for Each Choral Designation, Frank Martin Messe pour double choeur a cappella
Kyrie

Kyrie

CHOIR I

CHOIR II

Soprano I

C-sharp4-B5

Soprano II

B3-G-sharp5

Alto I

B3-E5

Alto II

G3-E5

Tenor I

C-sharp3-B4

Tenor II

C-sharp3G-sharp4

Bass I

A2-E2

Bass II

D2-D4

Gloria

Gloria

CHOIR I

CHOIR II

Soprano I

D4-A5

Soprano II

D4-G5

Alto I

B3-F5

Alto II

A3-D5

Tenor I

D3-A4

Tenor II

D3-F4

Bass I

F-sharp2-D4

Bass II

D2-E-flat4

Credo

Credo

CHOIR I

CHOIR II

Soprano I

C4-A5

Soprano II

C4-A5

Alto I

A3-E5

Alto II

G3-D5

Tenor I

D3-A4

Tenor II

D3-G4

Bass I

F-sharp2-D4

Bass II

D2-D4

Sanctus

Sanctus

CHOIR I

CHOIR II

Soprano I

C-sharp4-B5

Soprano II

C4-A5

Alto I

B3-F-sharp5

Alto II

A3-E5

Tenor I

F-sharp3-B4

Tenor II

E3-A4

Bass I

A2-E4

Bass II

E2-E4

Agnus Dei

Agnus Dei

CHOIR I

CHOIR II

Soprano I

B3-A5

Soprano II

D4-A5

Alto I

B3-G2

Alto II

B3-E5

Tenor I

B2-A4

Tenor II

D3-G4

Bass I

B2-G4

Bass II

D2-E4
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Messe pour double choeur a cappella provides many opportunities for the
conductor to apply choral pivoting. Different textures require different application of
choral pivoting, sometimes within the same movement. Glassman describes Martin’s use
of a variety of textures:
Martin frequently varies the texture of this mass for double choir by
alternating between polychoral writing and for two SATB choirs to full
eight-part writing which is not polychoral. Additional textures of this type
include contrasting the men’s voices of both choirs to the women’s voices.
We also see examples where Choir II functions as an accompanying body
to Choir I (but usually not vice versa.)69
The first type of choral pivoting occurs in a double-choir texture. The “Agnus
Dei” movement of the mass has double-choir texture throughout. Choir I has the melodic
material while Choir II serves as accompaniment. Choral pivoting in a double-choir
texture allows the conductor to alleviate the potential for vocal tension for the singer as
many of the vocal lines are written outside of the desired range or may remain in a
tessitura that is either too low or too high. It is important that the texture be evaluated and
that the singers are instructed so that the choir can perform these pivots without
disrupting the sense of two distinct choirs. For instance, sopranos pivoting to an alto part
in a different choir should take care to darken the tone to match their counterparts in the
alto section. Basses who are asked to pivot to the tenor part will need to take care to
lighten the tone so that the aural affect is that of one, seamless tenor sound.
In “Agnus Dei,” all choral designations must sing in extended ranges which are
outside of those put forth by the American Academy of Teachers of Singing, “Range and
69
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Desired Tessitura” as seen again in Figure 3.1. In measures 39 through measure 44, the
Bass I range is from E3 through F4. In the same measures, the Tenor II tessitura is D3
through C4. The tessitura for Tenor II is lower than that of Bass I. I applied choral
pivoting as follows: the Bass I will pivot to Tenor II in measure 38 beat three (in order to
make a more pleasing transition at the beginning of the phrase of text, “qui tollis”). The
Bass I section will divide: Bass I, numbers 1 and 2, on the upper pitches of the Tenor II
designation with the Bass I, numbers 3 and 4, on the pitches of the lower Tenor II
designation. Tenor II will pivot to the Bass I line at measure 39 where they will double
their Tenor I counterparts on the written Bass I melody. These pivots allow for less vocal
strain as tenors would have much more ease negotiating both the high tessitura and
Martin’s desire for a piano dynamic level. By pivoting on the third beat of measure 38,
the Bass I and Bass II sections will easily be able to maneuver a transition to the
accompaniment figures in Choir II.
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Musical Example 7.1 Choral Pivoting in a Double-choir Texture
“Agnus Dei,” measures 38-40, Choir I and Choir II pivots70
Choir I Pivots, Altos from Choir I pivot to Soprano Choir II, measure 38 beat 3.
Bass from Choir I pivot to Tenor I and II of Choir II, measure 38 beat 3

Choir II Pivots, Soprano of Choir II pivot to Alto of Choir I, measure 39.
Tenor I and II pivot to Bass of Choir I, measure 39.
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Frank Martin, Messe für zwei vierstimmige Chöre (Kassel: Bärenreiter, 1972), 55. Choral
pivoting markings made by the author.
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Another example of choral pivoting in a double-choir texture can be seen in
measures 76-106 of “Sanctus”. During this movement, all voice-parts remain in
appropriate ranges; however, the tenor choral designation in Choir II is pitched in the
same range as the basses in Choir I, and the tenor choral designation in Choir II is pitched
between F-sharp3 and D4, nearly identical to the range of the bass part in Choir I (range
of F-sharp3 to D4). The vocal line for the tenor choral designation in Choir II is much
more of an accompaniment than the bass choral designation in Choir I. The tessitura for
the tenor choral designation in Choir II is limited to the lower pitches of F-sharp3 to B3
while the bass choral designation in Choir I consistently encompasses the entire spectrum
of pitches from F-sharp3 to D4. An acceptable alternative to this would be to move the
tenors in Choir II to the bass choral designation in Choir I and the basses in Choir I to the
tenor choral designation in Choir II. The singers would then rotate to their original
assignments in measure 107. Exchanging tenors for basses and basses for tenors can
create a color change in the tone of each choir, which will slightly alter the original
intention of the composer, but the benefit of providing periodic vocal relief for the singer
through the use of choral pivoting helps the singer to be able to have enough stamina to
be able to sing the entire work with the wide dynamic variety asked for by the composer.
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Musical Example 7.2 Choral Pivoting in a Double-choir Texture
“Sanctus,” measures 76-8371
Pivot Tenors from Choir II to Bass
line of Choir I. Basses from Choir
I pivot to tenor line of Choir II

Sop I
Alto I
Tenor I

Tenor II
Bass I
Sop II
Alto II
Tenor II
Bass II
Bass I
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Frank Martin, Messe für zwei vierstimmige Chöre (Kassel: Bärenreiter, 1972), 76. Choral
pivoting markings made by the author.
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The second example of choral pivoting is for the purpose of creating soli and tutti
textures. Glassman states that, “Martin’s color palette of choral texture, polychoral
writing, and choral orchestration may remind some of the style of the Venetian
polychoral school as represented by Giovanni Gabrieli.”72 A common compositional
approach employed by composers of this time period was the use of concertists and
ripienists. Composers may have chosen to use concertists for a variety of reasons, two of
which include varying the texture and having more experienced voices on more difficult
musical material. Considering that Martin composed many of the sections of the mass
with a more archaic character, it seems appropriate for the conductor to use concertists
and ripienists not only to vary the texture, but also to aid singers when a particularly
demanding tessitura is problematic.
The following use of choral pivoting in the “Gloria” movement incorporates
concertists and ripienists. This method of choral pivoting creates an entirely different
aural texture for the audience, but one that is beneficial for allowing moments of relief for
the singer who has been singing for a significant amount of time in a high tessitura. The
relief for the singer is provided both for the concertists who can use more of their
individual vocal colors as soloists and for the ripienists who find relief in a lower
tessitura, especially for the soprano and tenor voices. This example of choral pivoting
will change the color and tone of the choirs and may alter the composer’s original intent;
however, giving the singers moments of rest will provide the necessary relief allowing
the singers to have the stamina to sing the entirety of the work.
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Tutti

Solo Quartet

Tutti, begins at
measure 39

Solo Quartet, begins at
measure 39

Musical Example 7.3 Choral Pivoting to Create Soli and Tutti Textures
“Gloria,” measures 39-4373
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Frank Martin, Messe für zwei vierstimmige Chöre (Kassel: Bärenreiter, 1972): 15. Choral
pivoting markings made by the author.
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Another opportunity to apply choral pivoting to create soli and tutti textures can
be found in the third movement, “Credo.” This movement contains varying textures that
accompany the changes of text. When one views the movement in its entirety, one
notices that every voice part is extreme in range, dynamic contrast, melismatic passages,
text declamation, and articulation. The conductor can employ soli and tutti textures to
alleviate fatigue in this movement as well as vocal strain.
In measures 31-44 of “Credo,” the vocal parts for Choir I contain all of the
melodic material while the vocal parts for Choir II contain sustained pitches on the vowel
[o]74. The entire movement is 137 measures long with an approximate duratation of six
and a half minutes. This performance choice can allow the ripieno singer time to
recuperate and gain strength for the upcoming passages.
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Musical Example 7.4 Choral Pivoting to Create Soli and Tutti Textures,
“Credo,” measures 29-4275
Solo quartet, Choir I,
concertists, begin measure 31

Accompaniment,
ripienists, begin measure 31
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Frank Martin, Messe für zwei vierstimmige Chöre (Kassel: Bärenreiter, 1972), 26. Choral
pivoting markings made by the author.
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Musical Example 7.4, continued, Choral Pivoting to Create Soli and Tutti Textures
“Credo,” measures 29-4276

Accompaniment, ripienists

Soloists, Choir I, concertists
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Frank Martin, Messe für zwei vierstimmige Chöre (Kassel: Bärenreiter, 1972), 27. Choral
pivoting markings made by the author.
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Another possible place to employ choral pivoting to create soli and tutti textures
is in “Sanctus” as seen in Musical Example 7.5. The entire movement is set in a doublechoir texture. Choir I and Choir II often have the same melodic, harmonic, and
polyphonic material. The choirs often play off of each other in a polyphonic fashion
creating a double fugue. The second section of the Sanctus begins with the “benedictus”
text. The alto, tenor, and bass of Choir I sing the same “benedictus” text set as all the
singers in both choirs, but set in a melismatic manner. Martin uses different rhythms, text
stress, and dynamic shaping to set apart the soprano lines of both choirs. Meanwhile, the
sopranos of both Choir I and Choir II echo two-part calls of “benedictus” with melodic
material similar to that of the alto, tenor, and bass parts of Choir I. From measure 76
through measure 103, the alto, tenor, and bass of Choir II serve as an accompaniment to
Choir I with the eighth-note drone “benedictus, benedictus.”
Beginning in measure 100, the soprano of Choir I has a 13-measure ascent that
shifts the tessitura of the soprano part up nearly a fifth. The soprano tessitura for Choir I
from measure 100-113 is from E5-B5 and at a forte to fortissimo dynamic level.
Similarly, the tenors of Choir I ascend to a high tessitura for these same 13 measures with
the lowest pitch being D4 and the highest pitch B4. The tenors from Choir I are required
to sing the entire segment of the movement from forte to fortissimo.
The alto and bass lines of Choir I call for more demanding singing in terms of
range and dynamic levels in measures 100-113 as well. The basses are not required to
ascend as high as the sopranos and tenors out of their accepted ranges (only a whole
step). The altos are required to sing up to F-sharp5 in this passage, an augmented fourth
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higher than recommended, however, neither part deviates from its accepted range until
the last three measures of the movement.
The choral parts of Choir II are in many ways equally demanding when compared
with those of Choir I, but require slightly lower ranges in all parts from measures 100113. The sopranos of Choir II ascend only to A5 as opposed to B5 and do not begin their
ascent into the upper register until measure 107. The altos of Choir II remain in their
accepted range for the entire 13 measures. The tenors of Choir II ascend to A4 instead of
B4, and are divided in measures 111-113. The basses remain in their accepted range
throughout measures 100-113. All parts of Choir II are required to sing measures 100-113
at a forte to fortissimo dynamic level.
Another opportunity to use choral pivoting to create soli and tutti textures is in the
fourth movement, the Sanctus. In measures 76-83, the composer has written the melodic
material exclusively for Choir I while the singers in Choir II sing an accompanying
drone. The change in text from the joyful proclamation of praise, hosanna, to benedictus
(or blessed) is also marked by a dramatic change in dynamic (from forte to piano) and
tempo (from Plus vite to Le meme movement) making this section of the piece an
appropriate segment for a dramatic change of texture.
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Accompaniment, ripienists,
Choir II

Soloists, concertists, Choir I

Musical Example 7.5 Choral Pivoting to Create Soli and Tutti Textures.
“Sanctus,” measures 76-83.77

77

Frank Martin, Messe für zwei vierstimmige Chöre (Kassel: Bärenreiter, 1972), 45. Choral
pivoting markings made by the author.
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The third method of choral pivoting can be implemented in an eight-part texture.
In the “Kyrie” movement, Martin uses both double-choir and eight-part textures. In
measures 48-57, there is an eight-part texture. The tessitura concerns are for the Soprano
I and Alto I. In measures 52 through 57, the Soprano I tessitura is from E2 through B2 at
a mezzo forte to fortissimo dynamic level. The Alto I tessitura in measures 52 through 58
is A1 through E2. Both the tessituras for Soprano I and Alto I are located outside of the
desired range as outlined in the statement developed by the American Academy of
Teachers of Singing, “Choral Tessituras.” In order to alleviate the potential for vocal
tension caused by the high tessitura for both parts, Soprano I numbers 3 and 4 were asked
to pivot from Soprano I to Alto I in measures 52-54. The addition of the Soprano I on
Alto I aided the Alto I singers in their high range while allowing the Soprano I numbers 1
and 2 to sing at a louder dynamic level as they approached the fortissimo in measure 57.
Soprano I numbers 3 and 4 again pivoted to Soprano II in measures 55-57. The Soprano
II tessitura in measures 55-57 is E2 to G2, also outside of the desired range. Soprano I
numbers 3 and 4 helped vocally support the section as the Soprano II approached G2 at a
fortissimo dynamic level. In measure 58, the Soprano I numbers 3 and 4 pivoted back
from Soprano II to their original Soprano I designation.
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Musical Example 7.6 Choral Pivoting in an Eight-part Texture
“Kyrie,” measures 46-57.78

Choir I, Sopranos number 3 & 4 pivot to
Choir I, Alto, from measure 52 through
measure 57.

78

Frank Martin, Messe für zwei vierstimmige Chöre (Kassel: Bärenreiter, 1972), 7. Choral
pivoting markings made by the author.
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Musical Example 7.6, continued, Choral Pivoting in an Eight-part Texture
“Kyrie,” measures 46-57.79

Soprano I, numbers 3
and 4 pivot to
Soprano II, measures
55-57.

Another opportunity for choral pivoting in an eight-part texture is at the very end
of the Kyrie movement in measure 93, beat 4 through measure 100. From measure 80
until measure 93, the choir is divided into eight parts, but only occasionally sings in
eight-part divisi. In fact, most of the material in these thirteen measures is in four-parts
(for example, a single soprano line shared between all sopranos in both choirs) with
occasional divisi in the tenor part of Choir I. At the third beat of measure 93, the texture
changes and the soprano and alto parts of Choir I contain the melodic material with the
79

Frank Martin, Messe für zwei vierstimmige Chöre (Kassel: Bärenreiter, 1972), 7. Choral
pivoting markings made by the author.
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remainder of the singers in Choirs I and II acting as accompaniment (see Musical
Example 6.7). The altos of Choir I sing in unison with the sopranos of Choir I, while the
sopranos of Choir II sing in a range and tessitura that one would encounter in an alto line
(E4 descending to B3). By pivoting the sopranos of Choir II to the alto line of Choir I,
and the altos of Choir I to the soprano line of Choir II from measure 93 beat 4 through
measure 100 the sopranos remained in a more desirable range. Considering the sudden
change of dynamics (from forte decreasing to piano) over these last six measures, it also
allowed for the sopranos to negotiate these two, unison lines with similar tonal colors.
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Musical Example 7.7 Choral Pivoting in an Eight-Part Texture
“Kyrie,” measures 88-100.80

Alto I

Sop II
Soprano II pivot from Soprano line of
Choir II to Alto line of Choir I from
measure 93, beat four through measure
100.

Sop II

Alto I

Sop II

Alto I

80

Frank Martin, Messe für zwei vierstimmige Chöre (Kassel: Bärenreiter, 1972), 11-12. Choral
pivoting markings made by the author.
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CHAPTER 8:
IMPACT OF CHORAL PIVOTING ON CHORAL TONE

One of the primary concerns for the conductor when employing choral pivoting is
the disruption of the color of the tone of the ensemble as singers pivot in and out of the
section. Whether or not the listener will hear the changes happening as singers migrate
from one choral designation to another is a relevant question asked by choral conductors.
A choir able to weave a complex tapestry of healthily produced tone while singing
literature that is extremely vocally taxing is a difficult task. This difficult task is made
considerably easier when the conductor has several methods of constructing the tapestry
of choral tone while preserving the vocal health of the singer.
There are two aspects of singing that the choral conductor must address while
developing the choir’s tone when choral pivoting is employed: physiological aspects of
how the singer is producing the tone and physical placement of the singers within the
section. Pragmatically, there are very real concerns when a chorister pivots from one part
to another including the ability to distinguish one vocal part from another and the ability
of the singer to switch from part to part. For purposes of this study, one will assume that
the chorister is able to switch from one line to another.
The physiological aspects of producing a well-balanced tone are a constant
concern of any choral conductor or teacher of singing. Singers should use optimum
management of breath, coordination of the vocal folds, resonation, and efficient use of
the articulators regardless of whether they are part of a choral ensemble or a soloist.
When the singer can use a well-balanced tone, full of resonance, vibrancy, and dynamic
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variance, the conductor has much more room to vary the color of the ensemble based on
placement of the individual singers. Conversely, singers who sing without a wellbalanced tone, lacking in resonance or vibrancy are more likely to experience fatigue and
injure themselves. Therefore it seems foolish for choral conductors to require singers to
sing in a manner that might alter the singer’s ability to produce a well-placed tone simply
to create a more homogeneous sound within the section. The subject of proper vocal
technique is too exhaustive to cover entirely within the body of this research, but proper
vocal technique and management of the individual singer’s technical abilities should
always be at the forefront of the conductor’s mind and will help the singers to sing in a
way that is healthy with a voice that can handle both dynamic and color variations.
The most obvious choice for the choral conductor is to alter the standing position
of the singers within the choir in order to create the choral tone desired for the literature.
When employing the techniques outlined for choral pivoting, the physical positioning of
the members of the choir is one of the most significant options to consider. A conductor
can move singers from one section to another in order to manipulate the choral tone. As
an artist would mix colors of paint, one is able to move singers from one physical
standing position to another in order to vary the choral tone and texture while maintaining
the most optimum environment for vocal health. As standing position relates to choral
pivoting, the conductor can construct clever ways to physically position the choir so that
choral pivoting happens without an obvious audible change for the listener.
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Standing Position Considerations
Within the choral ensemble, one can either place the singers in Choir I or Choir II
in horizontal rows or vertical rows. The singers can be placed in one long row (e.g. a
horizontal row of sopranos standing side by side) or a vertical row (e.g. sopranos standing
in back of one another.) While considering the placement of each section within the
choir, conductors should take into account the physical spacing between each of the
singers. Placing the singers thirty inches apart creates enough physical space for the
sound of one singer not to be absorbed by the body of another singer.81
One must also consider the complex acoustic properties of sound in the human
voice. “Although oversimplified, vocal timbre may be thought of as the fundamental
aspect of the tone. A voice with substantial fundamental sound has a darker, heavier,
dramatic, quality. Voices with a lesser presence of the fundamental sound are lighter,
brighter, more lyric.”82 Assuming that all of the singers are producing the tone in an
efficient, balanced manner (e.g. singers are not producing a tone lacking in the
fundamental), the conductor can proceed by mixing the colors of the section to create the
desired tone, to help successfully employ choral pivoting, and to make the pivoting less
obvious to the listener.
The double-choir texture requires the conductor to treat the entire ensemble with
regard to the two separate ensembles. Placing these two ensembles in a manner in which
the conductor can pull singers from one section and place them with another is very
81

Shirlee Emmons and Constance Chase, Prescriptions For Choral Excellence (New York:
Oxford University Press, Inc., 2006), 152.
82

Brenda Smith and Robert Thayer Sataloff, Choral Pedagody (San Diego, CA: Singular
Publishing Group, 2000), 140.
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important. After examination of the choral score, the conductor can determine how the
majority of the pivoting is to take place. For instance, the “Agnus Dei” movement of the
mass is written almost entirely in a double-choir texture. The pivots primarily happen
from Choir I to Choir II, however. To avoid disrupting perception of two distinctly
different choirs is a challenge, but not impossible.
The majority of the pivots made in the "Agnus Dei” movement happen as higher
choral designations (sopranos and tenors) take over the vocal lines of the lower choral
designations (altos and basses) that are outside of the acceptable ranges. Keeping the
tenors and sopranos in the inside of the choir helps the choir to make these pivots and
preserve the double-choir distinction.
Table 8.1 Standing Positions for “Agnus Dei”

Row 4

BI
1

BI 2

Row 3
Row 2
Row 1

SI 1
AI
1

AI 2
CHOIR
I

BI
3
TI
1
SI
2
AI
3

BI
4
TI
2
SI
3
AI
4

BI
5
TI
3
SI
4
AI
5

BII
1
TII
1
SII
1
AII
1

BII 2
TII 2
SII 2
AII 2
CHOIR
II

BII
3
TII
3
SII
3
AII
3

BII
4

SII
4
AII
4

BII
5
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CHAPTER 9:
CONCLUSION
Frank Martin’s Messe pour double choeur a cappella is an excellent example of a
piece of choral literature that few attempt due to a host of reasons including the difficulty.
The demands placed on the singer are extreme including dynamic variance, extreme
ranges, and extremely high and extremely low tessituras. The use of choral pivoting can
aid conductors who choose to program this piece but might, for good reason, be
concerned about the vocal demands on the singers. Choral pivoting can lessen vocal
fatigue and strain in choral singers of all voice types when carefully applied in the
rehearsal and performance of Frank Martin’s Messe pour double choeur a cappella.
Vocal fatigue and strain are very real issues that a choral singer has to manage in
the choral setting. Choral conductors must continue to realize that it is their duty not only
to prepare the music, but to provide an environment in which vocal production issues are
assessed and managed. The choral conductor is one of the singers’ primary (if not only)
sources of vocal pedagogy as well as being one of the singer’s best resources for making
extraordinary music. Relying on musical instruction without regard to vocal pedagogy,
anatomy, and physiology can do a great disservice to the choral art. Singers rely on their
own perception of how their voice feels, how it sounds, and if it is correctly performing
the task at hand. Since internal auditory perception is not as accurate as external auditory
perception, the choral conductor is the only one who hears the voices as they sound en
masse. Examining the physiological workings of the vocal mechanism, the physical
demands the literature requires, and the response from the singers can help conductors to
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make determinations regarding choral pivoting and how it benefits the vocal health of the
choir and the quality of the performance. Careful observation, sound pedagogy, and
appropriate instruction can enable the conductor to help singers reach their full potential
in the choral setting.
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APPENDIX A:
DEFINITIONS
Definition of Choral Designation
Discussed in this study are the physiological requirements on the vocal
mechanism when singing unaccompanied, choral literature within a specific range and
tessitura. The term “choral designation” describes the four primary classifications of
voice parts in a choral ensemble: Soprano, Alto, Tenor, and Bass. In these choral
designations there is further divisi represented by the terms “Soprano I,” “Soprano II,”
“Alto I,” “Alto II,” “Tenor I,” “Tenor II,” “Bass I,” and “Bass II.” When referring to
divisi, “I” represents the higher choral designation and “II” represents the lower choral
designation. Frank Martin’s Messe pour double choeur a cappella is the vehicle through
which this study was performed. The Mass is composed for two choirs: Choir I and Choir
II. As it pertains to this study, singers will often be referred to as singers from either
Choir I or Choir II with their respective choral designations, therefore, there are two
different choirs of sopranos, altos, tenors, and basses. Predominantly, the singers who are
designated as Soprano I, Alto I, Tenor I, and Bass I were placed in Choir I. Those singers
who are classified as Soprano II, Alto II, Tenor II, and Bass II were placed in Choir II.
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Definition of Vocal Fold
This study employs the use of the scientifically accepted terms of “vocal folds” or
singularly “vocal fold” when describing what was formerly known as “vocal cords.”
Chapter 2 includes a more in-depth discussion concerning the thyroarytenoid muscles.
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APPENDIX B:
PERMISSION LETTER
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